Worksheet 5. It is (weather)

Cross out the word that is incorrect in each set of parentheses.

1. It’s January 12 in Oslo, Norway. It’s -2 degrees C (24 F). It’s (cool / freezing) in Oslo. It’s (raining / snowing).


3. It’s March 4 in Phoenix, Arizona in the southwestern United States. It never rains in March in Phoenix. It’s (damp / dry). The temperature is 70 degrees F (21 C). It’s (pleasant / rainy) today.

4. It’s May 24 in Santiago, Chile. It’s 14 degrees C (58 F). It’s (cool / warm). The wind is blowing. It’s (calm / windy).

5. It’s October 10 in Berlin, Germany. It’s 45 degrees F (7 C). It’s (warm / chilly). It’s (raining / snowing).